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The study is a part of an on-going research that focusing on using Self-Organizing Map – SOM
– as an unsupervised learning algorithm in order to classify and cluster architectural design-data
inputs and integrating them with the design process. A Villa experiment is presented to target using
SOM as a form finding through a non-linear morph of geometrical elements and spatial solution
varieties. The Villa design-data has multiple attributes that were encoded as Matrices. By applying
SOM algorithm on 6 initial different design alternatives' matrices, the output is a 2d topological map
shows the “close” and “far” of the 6 input variations that in the center of Voronoi cells. Moreover,
rendering the weights of SOM neurons in-between these initial inputs create a non-linear morphing in
between 3d models. Finally, the paper shows creating a design system – by using SOM – that
captures, stores, analyzes, clusters and presents a non-linear morph in-between many/any 3d
models at once.


Keywords: Self-Organizing Map – SOM – Machine learning – Non-linear Morphing –
Architectural Design Process – Unsupervised Learning Algorithm

Introduction: Neural Networks vs. conventional computing


A dominant mode of using computers in architecture is as merely machines to save time from
doing an overwork; notwithstanding that the beauty of computers is that they are not machines; they
are abstract machines [1] which enable formulating general concepts by abstracting common
properties of instances.


An argumentation since 1950 about using computers: How are the computers talking to us /
how should we talk to computers / can we teach them to interplay with us in the data processing – In
brief “Could machines think?!”[8] – I will say, “Yes, machines can think as much as they learn.” And a
clue for that is discussed in this study from architectural point of view. By integrating machine
learning algorithm with the design process, e.g. SOM, a process of discovering patterns inside data is
easily attained, and that will push the limits of developing the start-up steps of the design process.

Neural networks – NN – use a different approach to problem solving than conventional
computers. NN and conventional algorithmic computers are not in competition but complement each
other [6]. The conventional computers use specific steps – Algorithm – to solve a problem and
without these steps the problem cannot be solved. On the other side, Neural Networks can learn by
feeding them with examples.

A neural net consists of any number of processing elements called neurons or nodes. Each
neuron is connected to other neurons each with an associated weight. Neural nets can be applied to
a wide variety of problems such as classifying patterns, performing general mappings from Input
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patterns to output patterns and grouping similar patterns. [9] NN uses a family of machine learning
algorithms, which inspired by – used to model – the biological nervous systems. [5] Among NN
models, SOM is commonly used unsupervised learning algorithm.

The regular morph techniques are between two entities in a linear way, and that uses diverse
of mathematical and representation levels for these linear morphing that used conventional morphing
algorithms [3]. A different kind of linear morphing technique had been presented in Eigenchair project
[2] which used Principal Component Analysis – PCA – algorithm. By integrating NN with the 3d
modelling as presented in this paper via using SOM algorithm, a non-linear morphing technique is
emerged in-between many and any at the same time.

1. Machine Learning aided architectural design


“Machine-Learning aided architectural design” is suggested in order to integrate learning from
data that produces discovering patterns, understand and manipulate the data entities in a holistic
way, with architectural design. The proposed design process goes parallel with an unsupervised
learning algorithm – SOM – which will not tell how to end-up solving a problem directly but will tell
how to begin preconceiving data and discovering its heuristic rules. It shows you complex data sharp
borders and boundaries were morphing anything is possible, and anything may be related to any.
1.1 Learning from Data vs. Design by Data – Theoretical Approach


By being surrounded by a massive amount of information, integrating a classifying and
clustering analysis requires a balanced intelligent environment that able to learn from the information.
If design elements of objects are abstracted and coded as multidimensional vectors, they become
more effective and manipulative. SOM is suggested to integrate with the architectural design process
explicitly with any of design steps. It’s a new way to preconceive our data and dive into the hidden
similarities and to discover patterns inside the used data. That data can express geometrical
elements - physical attributes – building performances and any.


SOM is one of the unsupervised learning algorithms that no labels are given to the learning
algorithm, leaving it on its own to find structure in its input. It can discover hidden patterns in data [4].
SOM scientifically is used to classify and cluster data, but this paper focuses and pushes the limits of
linear morphing to a non-linear morphing in between 3d models by rendering the SOM neurons’
weights.

A lot of data are used within the design process at different levels such as project elements
areas, relations, geometrical data, weather data, building performance and Energy
consumption…etc. This paper isn’t talking about data optimization, but about understanding and
preconceiving data patterns by SOM because of its ability to reduce the data dimensionality and
express it in our limited Cartesian space.


1.2 Dimensionality Reduction by SOM – Technical Approach


We use Cartesian logic of modelling in order to formulate our ideas, which limited especially
with multi-dimensional models. SOM enables reducing those multi-dimensional values and
represents it in lower dimensional spaces (1D, 2D and 3D). Consequently, we are able to extract the
hidden similarities in between these data, and visualise the degree of belonging in between the data
elements via clustering.


A detailed algorithm example – Villa experiment – will be described later in section 2.2. This
section shows an example – Figure1 – of how simply SOM represents graphically the relations
between, on one side, the input layer that contains initial inputs. The inputs are 3 dimensional vectors
that can represent any RGB colours or box dimensions (Figure 2).
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On the other side, the output layer is a topological grid – rectangular or hexagonal or any type
of grids – of neurons/nodes, which projects 3-dimensional data in a 2-dimensional representation.
The similarities between inputs can be recognized according to the close/far distances between
them. Moreover, by generate in-between the inputs, heuristic non-linear morphing paths between the
inputs are emerged.




Figure 1: Shows the 2D topological output map of SOM that represents the distances between
3D Input vectors.




Figure 2: adding more neurons for the output layer and visualising the inputs’ values (random)
A) as RGB colours of dots – B) as dimensions of boxes, SOM returns a parametric mapping of the inbetween input values.
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Figure 3: SOM defines automatically the behaviour of rotation and scale of the 3d initial objects
(Boxes) without pre-parameterization process.


In Figure 3, four initial inputs, each consists of three boxes that rotated and scaled inside a
bigger cube. The inputs were coded as a sequence of vertices of each box, so each input vector has
72 values. Hierarchal relations are stored between the values that transform the values later to
vertices, faces and solids. After training SOM, which learned from the inputs, it returns out morphing
in-between the inputs’ values.

Then, the models are subtracted from a box – Figure 4. Imagine that these subtracted boxes
express entrances and courts that changing its dimensions and rotations according to the domain of
the inputs. Thus eventually, SOM starts with multidimensional vectors that represent entities in an unparameterize encoding, then it sorts the indices around the input data to produce a nonparametric
mapping.
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Figure 4: representing the subtraction of 3 Boxes (entrances – courts) from a main cube that
can express simply a building.


 2. Villas experiment

2.1 Encoding Matrices


Most of the design-data have manifold attributes. These attributes can be articulated as
dimensions of multiple vectors. If there is a data set of element X, X={x1,…xn} as a set of values that
describe the n-dimensional space of the vector X. For instance, a program element – e.g. reception –
will be articulated as a vector with multiple attributes. The Reception has the following properties {40
m2, facing a good view, away from direct sun-rays and away from private area, and direct relation
with entrance}. This can be written as follows: Reception= {40,1,0,0,1} the measuring units of this
vector attributes – dimensions – are different from each other area is in m2 and the other attributes is
a binary or rational number between 0 and 1. Another example, a box has eight vertices and each of
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these point vertices has three values pn={xn,yn,zn}.So we can describe it as a Box b={xp1,yp1,zp1,
xp2,yp2,zp2,…….xp8,yp8,zp8}.




Figure 5: shows design elements which based on addition or subtraction of the whole building
volume according to the design objectives.




Figure 6: shows an architectural project as matrix of m elements (vectors) by n attributes
(dimensions).


If we have many boxes in the Space R – R is denoting a villa design in this Figure (1), then we
can describe them as entities of this space Bn R. While B1=Entrance, B2= Court, B3= Terrace...etc.
Some of these Boxes are added, and others are subtracted from the whole volume according to the
design objectives.

A parallel process to encoding the matrix is encoding the hierarchical relations between its
values. These hierarchical relations will be used again at the end of the decoding process. Example of
those hierarchal relations between the matrix values - Figure (2): each Box b contains face f, and
each face contains points that have values x, y and z.


bn={f1{p1{x,y,z}, p2{x,y,z}, p3{x,y,z}, p4{x,y,z}}, f2{…},f3{…},….f6{…}}.


The last step is defining different design alternatives of villas V.
Vn={b1{f1{p1{x,y,z},…p4{x,y,z}},…,f4{p1{x,y,z},…p4{x,y,z}}},b2{…}……bn{}}.
2.2 Decoding Matrices by SOM


Here we describe the main steps of the classical SOM algorithm that were applied to 6
different alternatives of designing villas. Each prototype has different positions of zones (entrancescourts-terraces-reception areas…etc.) and each of them added or subtracted later from the whole
volume. The equations and algorithmic steps of SOM that were used are referenced by T.Khonen [5],
The main steps of this experiment are as follows:

1) Normalizing the vectors: If all the attributes are different in measuring units, then the
normalization step is important to put all of them within the same domain values according to the
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weight of each attribute to the whole vector [7]. Nevertheless, in this experiment, all the values have
the same units that related to positions of vertices {x, y, z}, So this step can be skipped in this
experiment.

2) Specify the Out-layer grid number and Initial random weight for each of the Output layer
nodes. The weight vectors have the same dimensionality as any of the input vectors dimensions.

- e.g each zone has eight vertices and each vertex has three values {x,y,z}, That gives 24
values. Here in this experiment, each villa has 10 zones, thus each one is described by 240
values.
- It’s important to note that the same sequences of zones for each prototype are the same.

- A rectangular grid with 15 column x 15 rows is used as an output layer for this experiment.


3)
Compute the Euclidean distance Matrix between out-layer grid nodes – neurons –
. That will be used later in updating the weights within the iterations gradually according to a neighbo
urhood function. [5]
Calculate the Best Matching Unit (BMU)



The Euclidian distance equation [5]
4) Training SOM – For each Iteration of a time step (t):

- Select randomly any of input vectors I

- Calculating the Best Matching Unit BMU: by iterating the Euclidean distance calculation of all
the nodes between each node's weight vector and any input vector. The node with a weight
vector closest to the input vector is tagged as the BMU or the winning neuron. This equation is
for iterating the Euclidean distance, I is the current input vector, and W is the node's weight
vector.
.the Greek letter theta Θ,
- Updating the weights:
represent the amount of influence a node's distance from the BMU has on its learning. L is for
the learning rate. For further details about Θ and L is described in details by T. Kohonen [5].


5) The output layer weights have 240 sequential values for each node. Three values are a
Cartesian position of point {x, y, z} then rendering each eight vertices as a box that be added or
subtracted according to the previous hierarchal encoding of the input layer elements.
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Figure 7: shows SOM input layer: 6 design alternatives of villas. Output layer: a non-linear
morphing in between 6 design alternatives.

Figure 8: preview for some models of the Output layer: a non-linear morphing in between the
3dmodels.
2.3 Design concept refining - development
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A cyclical process can be established by the designer who decides a trip from any object in
this topological map to another passing with the in-between models in a non-linear way. Then, the
designer can select from these in-between models to start a new stage of data morphing. It’s possible
to choose new designs – as shown in Figure (8) – between the emerged outputs to train SOM with
the new designs’ data. This process can run in parallel to basic building performances’ simulations,
e.g. shadings – solar radiation – heating/cooling energy consumption for the buildings’
envelopes…etc.

3. Application interface


The SOM code was implemented using Rhino, Grasshopper GH and Mathematica via SOM
tool – developed by the author – similar to Mantis.[10] On one side Rhino and Grasshopper were
chosen for dealing with constructing and deconstructing the 3d-Modeling elements in an intuitive
parametric manipulation. On the other side, Mathematica was chosen for its symbolic computational
language that enables dealing with a huge amount of data inputs in fast time and processing
intuitively. The Main SOM code was written in Mathematica then be called via an add-on SOM tool in
GH.

4. Conclusions


Finally, the paper shows creating a design system that captures, stores, analyzes, manages,
clusters and presents in between the geometrical data that are linked to the designs’ alternatives.
SOM is integrated with the tool to compute the changes in building geometry and visualizing the
hidden relationship between designs in a non-linear analysis method that produce a new non-linear
morphing technique.

SOM can affect strategic decisions in the early conceptual design stages that lead to new
optimal alternatives. It also means that ideas can generate alternatives then be pursued, tested and
accepted/rejected at early stages of the design process.
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